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An important part of the effort to classify finite simple groups is the 
characterization, by means of 2-local structure, of the Chevalley and twisted 
groups over fields of characteristic two. In pursuit of this aim, Timmesfeld in 
[ 241 introduces the following hypothesis: 
(A) G is a finite group with O,(G) = 1. 
M is a maximal 2-local subgroup, with F*(M) = O,(M). 
2 is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of M, which 
is a T.I. set in G. 
Notation. Write Q for F*(M), and q for IZI. 
We remark that this hypothesis is satisfied in finite Lie groups of types A, 
*A , ‘B2, D, ‘D, 3D4, E, 2E,, G, in characteristic two; and when q = 2, in 
certain other possibilities, including 15 sporadic groups. 
The work of Timmesfeld in [24] reduces Hypothesis A to be study of 
certain specific situations. In one case, Z g Z, X Z,, and F*(G) g L,(4). In 
all other cases, Z must be elementary. In one of these, q = 2 and Q is of 
symplectic type; here the work of a number of authors [ 1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 
15-l 7, 23 ] determines F*(G). In a third case, Z is weakly closed in Q, and 
subsequent work of Timmesfeld [25,26] using his earlier work [22] 
determines the possible G of characteristic-2 type. The fourth and final 
situation has 
(B) q>2withZ=Z(Q)=Q’=@(Q)andQ=(Zg:gEG,Zg<Q). 
Now this is just the analogue for q > 2 of the symplectic-type Q mentioned 
above. Correspondingly, Timmesfeld in [27] shows: 
(C) Q is a central product of Sylow 2-groups of L,(q). 
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Results of Stroth [20] now show that Hypotheses A, B, and C determine 
the structure of M/Q (just as in [23] for the case q = 2). To state his results, 
we need: 
Notation. Define n by lQI=q2n+1. Here n is just the number of factors 
of type L3(q) in (C) above; we may call it the width of Q. Let C,,f(Z) be 
denoted by M,, . Use a bar convention to denote images in ii? = M/Q. When 
Z # B = Zg < Q, set EB = (Qg n M)). We often fix some such B and 
abbreviate rB by E. Set &?I = (I”). 
Then the possibilities obtained by Stroth are 
(D) (1) n = 1. 
(2) n = 2, fi?, 2 L,(q). 
(3) n = 4,li;i, z L2(q3), c,(Ml) = i. 
(4) L is not a T.I. set in &?, and n > 3. 
To discuss Stroth’s further results in case (4), we need still more notation. 
Notation. For f E E#, set Ef = (,? : rfi E ii?, t E P). Set Nt = O,(Rt). -- 
Write R and 1 when i is fixed. Also denote R/N by R*. 
Then in case (4) above, we may find some fE I# satisfying one of the 
following: 
(E) (1) n=4, lfll=q, R*zS;(q). 
(2) lfl=q, R*zR;(q), li;i,zL2(q)xf2d,:(q). 
(3) n = 10, E(M) = k, g U,(q), or L,(q). 
(4) n = 16, lhrl = q”, R* z:;(q). 
(5) n = 28, INI= q33, R* s Q;*(q). 
In cases (4) and (5), a,, satisfies Hypotheses A, B, and C; where Z(I), 1 
and N,wJZ(N)) play the roles of Z, Q, and M. 
(6) ii;i, 2 SL,(q). Also Q/Z is the direct sum of a natural a,- 
module and its dual, interchanged in fiO. Furthermore 1 C,VO(a,)I divides 
q- 1. 
In all cases (l)-(6), M/M,, is a subgroup of a Frobenius group of order 
(q - I )r, where q = 2’, containing at least the kernel of order q - 1. 
We may now observe that involutions of Z” are 2-central, with centralizer 
essentially given by M,. So we still require what amounts to a centralizer-of- 
involution characterization of the corresponding groups in characteristic 2. It 
is the purpose of the present work to provide such a characterization. We 
proceed by suitably generalizing the work of [ 15-171 which dealt with the 
case q = 2. Our main result is: 
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THEOREM. Suppose G satisfies Hypotheses A through E. Then F*(G) is 
isomorphic, in the various cases, to 
(Dl) and (E6): L,+,(q). Furthermore G contains a graph 
automorphism of F*(G). 
(D2): L,(q) as above, or G,(q). 
(D3): 34(q). 
(El and E2): Q,f+&)- 
(E3): *E,(q) or E6(q) (respectively). 
(E4): E,(q)- 
(E5): E,(q)- 
We may summarize the resumts of all the works described in this 
introduction by: 
COROLLARY. If G has characteristic 2 type and satisJies Hypothesis A, 
then F*(G) is a known simple group. 
Remarks. (1) The simple groups L,(q) without a graph automorphism 
do not satisfy Hypothesis B; for them the subgroup Z of Hypothesis A must 
be taken to be a maximal subgroup of transvections, with Z = Q giving the 
weakly closed case of [24]. If we took Z to be a single root subgroup, then 
M = N(Z) would not be maximal, though Q = F*(M) does have the structure 
of Hypothesis B. If, however, we adjoin a graph automorphism g, then the 
expanded N(Z) will be maximal, as in cases (Dl), (D2) and (E3). 
(2) No sporadic groups arise when q > 2, in contrast to the case 
q = 2. See also the remarks of Stroth in the introduction to [20]. Also G,(q) 
does arise here, whereas G,(2) is not simple and so does not arise in [ 171. 
(3) An extension of the “symplectic-type” work to cover groups of 
types B and F, has been made by Stroth [ 191, Wester [28], and the author 
[ 181. Generalization of this work for the case q > 2 has been undertaken by 
Reifart [ 121. 
The course of the argument follows that of [ 15-171. The object is to 
specify fusion so as to show the involutions of Z represent a class of root 
involutions in the sense of Timmesfeld [21], which will allow us to identify 
F*(G). We must provide a separate argument in the case leading to L,, Jq), 
to replace the work of Dempwolff and Wong [8] for q = 2. The main 
“generic” argument deals with the orthogonal groups. This result in case 
n = 8 is used to show R, z fi-lz(q) in the proof of case (E4); and case (E4) 
is in turn necessary to show M, r E,(q) during the proof of case (E5). Also, 
we will able to establish ZG n M c Q in the cases leading to G,(q) and 
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‘D .,(q), which allow us to avoid much of the fusion analysis of the other 
cases, by appealing to Corollary B of [21]. 
Many of the arguments needed for q = 2 turn out to be applicable to most 
or all of the possibilities for a. For this reason, the present work has been 
divided into two parts. In the first two sections, we produce results which 
can be used in common for various types of ti we must deal with. In the 
subsequent sections, we make the individual arguments necessary in the 
separate cases. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND QUOTED RESULTS 
We maintain Hypotheses A through E of the Introduction, as well as the 
notation defined there. Furthermore: 
Notation. L,etZGnQ”={B:B=Zg#Z,Zg<Q,gEG}. ForsuchaB, 
write MB, QB instead of Mg, Qg, etc. Use a tilde to denote images in 
& = Q/Z- 
We begin with some obvious remarks. Maximality of M forces M = N(R) 
whenever R a M. In particular, M = N(Q) = N(Z). Thus M0 = C,(Z) is in 
fact all of C(Z). For any B E ZG n Q#, the T.I. set hypothesis forces 
Bnz=i. 
(1.1) ForZ#BEZ’, Q,nQiselementary. 
Proof: @(Q, n Q) < @(QJ n Q(Q) = B n Z = 1. 
(1.2) (a) C(Q)=Z. 
@I G@> = Q. 
(c) A Sylow 2-group S of M is Sylow in G, with Z(S) = Z. 
ProoJ: By maximality of M, we have C(Q) Q M. From Q = F*(M) we 
get C(Q) < Q; and then Z(Q) = Z gives (a). Also C,(Q)- < O,(i@) = 1 as 
Q = O,(M), giving (b). Furthermore if S is a Sylow 2-group of M, then 
Q Q O,(M) Q S, so that Z(S) = Z by (a). Thus N(S) <N(Z) = M. It follows 
that S is Sylow in G. This proves (1.2). 
We need to be familiar with the embedding of a typical conjugate 
B E ZG n Q#. So we fix such a B, and z = L,, for the rest of this section. 
The following lemma of Timmesfeld is fundamental: 
(1.3) Set V= BZ and X= (Q, Q,). Then 
(4 ZGQ,. 
(b) ZG n V partitions V, and X induces L,(q) on V. 
(cl C,(v)=O,(x)=(QnM,,QBn~. 
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Proof: This is (2.18) of [24]. (See also the last paragraph of its proof.) 
Remark. We see N,(Z) contains an element of order q - 1, transitive on 
2”. This shows why (q - 1) ] ]A4 : MJ. We notice also that the involutions of 
Z#, 2-central by (1.2)(c), are all conjugate; and have centralizer essentially 
M,: that is, M, extended perhaps by a part of the “Galois group” of order r 
mentioned at the end of Hypothesis E. 
We reproduce next a number of results from Stroth’s paper [20]. It will be 
convenient to let an expression like S(3.10) denote a reference to (3.10) in 
that paper. 
(1.4) (a) C,(B) = B x Q,, where Q, satisJies Hypotheses B and C for 
width n - 1. Notice C,(B) has index q in Q. 
(b) For z E Z#, suppose t E Z’nQ-Z. Then there is some 
AEZ’nQ# with tEA#. Inparticular, ifAEZG-{(Z} andAnQ#l, 
then A ( Q. 
(cl IQnQ,I<q"+', and L is elementary of order >q”-‘. 
Furthermore, QB r\ M,. So M, = (Efl) < ii?,, . 
Proof: Parts (a) and (b) are S(2.5) and S(2.6); in view of Hypothesis C, 
no groups of type U,(q) arise. Since Q n Q8 is elementary by (1. I), we get 
IQn QBI Gs n+ l by structure of Q in Hypothesis C. Now B < Q, so z is 
elementary. From (1.3)(a) we get [QB n M, Z] ( Z n B = 1, so that 
QBnM<M,,. Now part (a) gives IQBnMoI=q2~, and so jzI>q”-‘. This 
completes the proof of (c). 
Remark. In case (b), the T.I. condition determines A uniquely. Thus we 
may define Q,, M, to be QA , Mq, etc. 
Notation. Following Stroth, we say an involution i of i@ type a2 on Q if 
][Q, r]] = q* and [Q, t] is elementary. 
The case where 1 contains involutions of type a, on Q leads uniquely to 
situations (D2) and (E6). We now reproduce from [20] a considerable body 
of theory for the contrary case. 
(1.5) Assume n > 2 and 1” contains no. involutions of type a, on &. 
(a) )zI=qn-’ and IQnQBI=qn+l. 
(b) 1 is weakly closed in N&t). 
(c) C,(L) = B. 
ProoJ These are S(3.3) and S(3.5). 
Remark. In case n = 2 with no a,‘s, we obtain parts (a) and (b); but 
C,(L) has order q*. 
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We recall also the construction in Hypothesis D4. Notice that 1 is T.I. 
exactly when p( = 1 for all f E ii?. We have 
(1.6) 1 is T.I. in &i only when n > 2, or when n = 4 and 
if, = E(ti) z L,(q3). 
ProoJ When n = 1, we see Q n QB = BZ using (1.4)(c) and order 
considerations, forcing L = 1 by (1.4)(a); so the assertion ‘*z a T.I. set” is 
vacuous. For n = 2, we are in case (D2) with M, = (E”) % L,(q), so here E 
is a non-trivial T.I. set of order q. Suppose now n 2 3. When E contains 
involutions of type a,, we see from S( 11.11) that t is not a T.I. set. (Indeed, 
for any t we get R, as in Hypotheses B and C with width (n - l).) In the 
contrary case, Stroth’s result S(3.7) shows 1 can be T.I. only when n = 4 
and a, = f?(Q) r L,(q3); we see 1 is a Sylow group by (IS)(a) and so 
must be T.I. in this case. 
Remark. The preprint of [20] omits the necessary hypothesis “no al’s in 
1” for results S(3.6)-S(3.10). 
Thus we wish to determine the possibilities for xt > f: when 1 is not a T.I. 
set. The basic technical result of Stroth is most simply stated in the form: 
(1.7) Assume n 2 3 and z contains no involutions of type a*. Then when 
R=R,>Z we get RzL(o or Sp( r) or Q*(p). In each case, we have 
L” = O,(C,.(B)). 
Proof: This is S(3.10). 
However, the subsequent argument of [20] allows us to describe much 
more specifically the possible R* which arise in the various cases. 
Notation. When if! > 1, we say ?is of characteristic type. If the structure 
of & and Nt uniquely determines one of the cases (El)-(E5). 
We may now sharpen (1.7): 
(1.8) Assume the hypotheses of (1.7), with 1 not a T.I. set. Then there is 
some fE EZ’ of characteristic type. In cases (El) and (E2), the corresponding 
quotient RT is Q:(q) ( w h ere E = + or -) and lflt,l = q. In cases (E3)-(E5) 
the quotients are Q;(q), O:(q), Q:(q), R:,(q) (respectively) and mt has 
order q9, q9, q”, q33. For any Tof non-characteristic type with Et > z, we get 
1 fit 1 > q, and RF of linear type or Q:(q), in cases (El ) and (E2). 
Proof We remark first that the separate cases of Hypothesis E are really 
distinct. This is clear where the values of n or structures of i@,, are different. 
In cases (E4) and (E5), where we have not yet determined n;i, we can at 
least use S(7.16) to see IF*(&f,,)l, = ]Rt]* for Tof the characteristic type ; we 
may compute this number to distinguish these cases from (E2). 
Next we observe that S(8.3) and Stroth’s main theorem that a symplectic 
481:68’?-II 
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RT does not arise. Also S(6.5) shows that if we ever get ]Rt] =q, then 
RF z R;(q), thus characterizing cases (El) and (E2). Similarly if ]flJ > q 
and R: is orthogonal (other than L?:(q)), then the results S(7.14)-S(7.17) 
with S(12.1) show that RT can only be one of (a,‘(q), a:(q), O:,(q)}, 
characterizing cases (E3)-(E5). Thus the only possible non-characteristic 
types have ]flt] > q, and RF linear or 8: (q). Furthermore S(9.8) shows that 
l?:(q) may arise only in cases (El) and (E2); that is, we can then find 
another C E 1” with 11, ] = q, and R $ specifying n and E. 
Now we trace further the flow of the argument for S(12.1). If for any f we 
have (Iv,] = q, then that T is of characteristic type as above. So suppose 
whenever Et > 1 we get ]flt] > q. Then S( 10.9) shows that there is some i 
with RF not linear-hence orthogonal. By S(9.8) as above, RF 2 n:(q). 
Thus as noted previously, this Icharacterizes one of the cases (E3)-(ES). So 
in any case, L# must contain a lof characteristic type. This proves (1.8). 
Remark. Using knowledge of the representation of a on &, it is possible 
to specify exactly the non-characteristic cases which arise (though this infor- 
mation is not critical). For instance in case (E2), we get characteristic type 
when f is chosen from ~?nL,(q); we get R: z L?:(q) if tis chosen to be of 
type a, in L?:(q) n E. For all other cases, Et = E. In (E3)-(E5), the only 
possible linear section RT of C(f) for a non-characteristic ?is &(q). In fact 
this does arise at least in (E3) and (E4). Thus L,(q) is the only linear R* to 
arise; in contrast to the case q = 2, where we get an occurence of RF z L,(2) 
inside the group J,. Higher-dimensional linear group never arise for RF, even 
though (1.7) permits them. 
By [4], Q has an automorphism p of order q - 1, fixed-point-free on Q, 
with [M,, p] < C(Q). We can use p to define a scalar multiplication on Q, so 
that it becomes an F,[@module. We may interpret p also as an 
isomorphism of 2 with Fg. With this notation, pt becomes an F,[RT]- 
module. We quote here some of the further information from S(3.10), for 
later use: 
(1.9) Assume that in (1.7) we get R* = RT orthogonal. Set W= C,(V). 
The map z#+ [Z, fl makes Qf W and P isomorphic R*-modules. R* 
preserves the form on p defined by 
(5 Y3 = Pm Y’l> where [jw,+y: 
The singular lines of P are provided by 81 Also B1 = (QB n V)’ = 
[C&v, r]. 
Remark. In view of (1.3)(b) (that is, q - 1 divides ]M/M,]) we see p is 
realized in fi? - M,,. 
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When x is an involution of M with ff# 1, we will have occasion to 
consider the “Suzuki type” of f acting on the orthogonal space &. This 
terminology is developed in the work of Aschbacher and Seitz [3]. In 
particular, it agrees with our previous definition of type a, on Q. We will 
often use, mostly without reference, 
(1.10) The following are equivalent for an involution x E M - Q: 
(a) X has type ak on 0, for some k. 
(b) [Q, x] is elementary (of order qzk+‘). 
(cl IQ, xl G C,(x). 
(4 xlQ,xl n xz = (x). 
Proof: These are obvious extensions of the results for q = 2 to be found 
in the work of F. Smith [ 13 ] or Aschbacher [2]. 
We will also be interested in the nature of xQ n xZ. We have 
(1.11) Let x be an involution of M-Q. Then xQnxZ= (x) lfl 
C,(x)- = C,(f). If C,(x)’ < C&T), we get xQ A XZ = xZ. 
ProoJ Notice [Q, x] = [Q, y ] for all y E xQ; and y is an involution iff 
y = xq for q E C&f). In case C&V) > C,(f)- we see x is fused to all of XZ 
by elements q chosen from the preimage of C&7), but outside C,(2). 
Remark. The second situation of (1.11) must occur if X has type 6, or ck 
on Q (for some k). 
We will be most concerned when the involution x above is fused into Z. 
So we define: 
Notation. z = a typical element of Z#. x = a typical element of 
zc n (M - Q). X = the unique element of ZG containing x. 
(1.12) X~M,a~~dXnQ=l.Incasen=l,wehavez~~M~Qand 
F*(G) z L,(q). 
ProoJ We get Xn Q = 1 by (1.4)(b). Since x is an involution, 
I C&l 2 fi Th us 1 # C,(x) < N(X). Since (M/M,,), has cyclic Sylow 2- 
subgroups, we see at least a hyperplane Z, of C,(x) lies in C(X). When 
q > 4, we can be sure Z, # 1, and so X< C(Z,) < N(Z). But now a hyper- 
plane X0 of X centralizes Z, so that Z < C(X,) < N(X). Thus 
[Z, X] < Z n X = 1, and so X < it4,, as desired. 
In case q = 4, we might have trouble only if Xn M = (x) and 
xEM-M,; and symmetrically Z n M, = (z) for suitable z E Zn 
(M-M,),. (Thus (Z, X) induces an S, on (z, x).) Our f E iii; - A,, must 
lie in the automorphism group rG+(&) - GO+(Q). To describe action of ff 
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on &, we may as well assume in view of [3, Sect. 191 that X actually induces 
a field or graph-field automorphism of a+(&). In either case, we see inside 
it4 that O,(C(x, z)) contains elements which square to z. On the other hand, 
x is not a square in C(x, z), and this contradicts symmetry of x and z. Thus 
we have proved X < M,. 
Now when n= 1, we note q>4 and ]Mo12=2, forcing zGnMcQ in 
view of the above. Furthermore & has the structure of a 2-dimensional 
orthogonal space of type +, with just two singular lines 2, B for suitable 
A,BEZGnQ*. Then z’nQ=AZUBZ; and we see for a,bEzGnQk 
with [a, 6]= 1 we must have b E Q, and so ab E ZG as well. We may thus 
apply Corollary B of Timmesfeld [21] and conclude by inspection that 
F*(G) z L,(q) with G containing a graph automorphism. So (1.12) is 
proved. 
We continue our general work on z E zG n (M - Q). 
Notation. Set L, = Q, n M and K, = Q n M,. 
Remark. These definitions do not depend on choice of x E X#. 
Furthermore Z<M,, by (1.12), so [Z,L,]<ZnQ,= 1. Thus L,<M,. 
so in fact L,=Q,nMcl and K, = Q n M,, = C,(x). Notice 
K,nL,=QnQ,. 
(1.13) L Ll G Qn Q, and KJL, < C(Q n Q,). In particular, 
Q n Q, < ZW,W>. 
Proof: Immediate from the definitions and Z n X = 1. 
We require an analogue of [19, (2.2)]: 
( 1.14) Let r E M with [r, Co(a)] = 1 for some a E Q - Z. Then r E Q. 
Thus C(C,(a)) = Z(C,(a)). 
ProoJ Considering Q as an orthogonal vector space as in [3], we see 
C,(a) = A * D where a E A = Z(C,(a)) has order q’, and D is a central 
product of (n - 1) Sylow groups of L,(q) and/or U,(q). Furthermore, 
A < W = Co(D), which is a single Sylow group of type L,(q) or U,(q). Now 
r centralizes A and then normalizes W, and so we can only have r acting as 
an inner automorphism of W, that is, [f, IV] = 1. Since r centralizes D 
already and Q = D W, we get [f, Q] = 1; and then r E Q by (1.2)(b). 
Now we may dealt with a special case for (1.13). We adapt the argument 
of F. Smith [13, (3.2)]. 
(1.15) Suppose Q n Q, = 1. Then K,L, = K, x L, is elementary. The 
involution 2 has type a,, or b, or c, on &. 
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Proof: By hypothesis and (1.13), [K,, L,] = 1. Thus ify is an element of 
order 4 in L,, we see K, < C,(y) < C,(y’) where yz E X*. But then 
C,( JF’) = Q n M,,,, = Q n MY, = Q n M, = K,, as noted above. Thus 
C,(y) = C,(v’), and we conclude by (1.14) that y2 E Q, contradicting the 
assumption Q n Q, = 1. This shows K, must be elementary. It follows then 
that X must have type a, or b, oe c, on &, and (1.15) is proved. 
We will need also some results on the distribution of the involutions of 
Q n Q, over the various conjugacy classes. We define: 
Notation. Set J, = [Q, x] n Q,. 
Remark. By (1.13) we have Q n Q, < Z(K,), and lZ(K,): Z(K,) n 
[Q,x]]=l orqas [Q,x]<K,ornot.Thus(QnQ,:J,]=l orq. 
(1.16) J;c (xZ)“. 
ProoJ Choose b E J$ Since b E Q, and Xn Q = 1, we get b N bx in Q,. 
On the other hand, since b E [Q, x], we see x is conjugate into xbZ by Q; so 
xb is conjugate into xbZ by Q; so xb is conjugate into xZ. This proves 
(1.16). 
Remark. Let p E R be the “scalar” automorphism in &? - M, described 
earlier. Since YE li?, by (1.12), we may choose p to centralize x. Thus p 
fuses the other involutions of xZ. And we have zG n XZ = {x) or all of xZ. 
In particular, J3: intersects just one or two classes of involutions. 
We obtain the analogue of [23, (3.13)]: 
(1.17) Assume n > 3 and L contains no involutions of type a, on &. 
Then M controls G-fusion of elements of Q - Z. 
Proo$ Let a, b E Q - Z with ag = b. We suppose first that a, b & zG and 
adapt the standard argument of Janko. Observe using (1.14) that if S is a 
Sylow 2-group of C,M(a), then Z < Z(S) of order q2 inside Q. Now if 
zG n Z(S) > Z, then (1.4)(b) and (1.3)(b) would force Z(S)* c ZG, whereas 
we assumed a 4 zG. Thus zG fY Z(S) = Z, forcing Z weakly closed in S with 
respect to N(S), so S E Syl,(C(a)). The same holds for b. Thus for suitable 
c E C(b) we may assume S gc = S, so that gc E N(Z) = M, as desired. Next 
we assume a, b E zG. Let a E A and b E B where A, B E ZG n Q? Using 
(1.15)(c) we have C&E,) = 2 and C&I,) = B. Conjugating in A?, we may 
assume 1, lies in a Sylow group s containing E,. We must have C,(s) = 2, 
forcing B = 2. By action of i@ - M,, we may even assume b E aZ, and then 
we conjugate b to a in Q. This proves (1.17). 
(1.18) If Q Q H < G, then O(H) = 1. In particular, Z*(G) = 1. 
ProoJ Let 0 = O(H). By the usual generation lemma, 0 = 
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(C,(z): z E Z#). Now C,(z) Q N(Z) = A4 = N(Q), using the T.I. condition. 
Thus [C,(z), Q] < On Q = 1. So C,(z)< C(Q) = Z by (1.2)(a). Thus 
C,(z) = 1, and 0 = 1. Now Z*(G) = 1 follows from our assumption that 
O,(G) = 1. 
2. INTERMEDIATE RESULTS AND COMMON ARGUMENTS 
In this section, we provide a general outline of the course of the proof, in 
the format of a flow chart, Fig. 1. The arguments necessary to identify G in 
the various cases, indicated by broken lines in Fig. 1, also have some 
common structure, which is described in Fig. 2. We will give in this section a 
common statement of these intermediate steps, though often they must be 
proved separately in the sections that follow. 
Notice that we completed the case n = 1 in (1.12), but we indicate it in the 
diagrams anyway, since its characterization could be given, more 
elaborately, along with the general treatment of case (E6). 
Notice that in (1.6) we have already isolated the cases in which z is a 
T.I. set. We must also describe the cases where n is small. 
(2.1) The case (Dl) where n = 1 is complete in view of (1.12). 
When n = 2 we must separate two cases: 
N 
nA2 
r aT.1. set? 
N 
F’(G) IS. 
Cases (‘31). Part Of I ii, reduable 
L 
(DZ) and (E6) on a “+2(q) 
ZG nhuQ : c+(q), 3Dq(q) 
l- 
Q,(q) 
FIG. 1. Breakdown of cases. 
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FIG. 2. Study of fusion to identify F*(G). 
(2.2) Suppose n = 2; that is, case (D2). Ift contains involutions of type 
a, on 8, then M, z L,(q) acts reducibly on 0, while ii?, acts irreducibly; we 
have situation (E6). Otherwise, involutions of 1 have type c, on 0, and a, is 
the stabilizer of a non-singular line of e. 
Convention. We refer to the subcase of (D2) above and (E6) itself as 
“cases of type (E6).” 
Next we state the necessary results about structure of A. (This is not 
determined by the work of Stroth in every case.) 
(2.3) E(li;i,) is given by 
(~2-3) L,(q) 
(D3) LAd 
(El-2) L,(q) x fi;(q) 
(E3) U,(q), (respectively) 
(E4) Q:,(s) 
W) E,(q) 
W) SLl(q)* 
(2.4) Action of iii?, on & is given by: 
Cases of type (E6): direct sum of natural and dual module for SL,(q). 
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(D2) with no a,‘s: M, is a subgroup of structure L,(q) inside rZ:(e) 
centralizing a nonsingular line of Q. 
In the remaining cases, g can be taken as a weight vector in the sense of 
Curtis [7] for the irreducible representation of E(ii?tJ on &. 
(El-2): tensor product of natural modules for L,(q) and Q:(q). 
(E3-5): the basic irreducible module .corresponding to the parabolic 
subgroup of E(M,) described by the diagram: 
,,, 
123467 
Remarks. (1) For the parabolic subgroups, the reader may wish to 
refer to the work of Carter [5]. Here let @ be the root system with 
funcamental system I7 and a the root crossed out above. Then the parabolic 
subgroup P, has unipotent radical U, = (X0 : p E 0, /I involves a) and Levi 
complement L, = (X,, X-,, H: /I E n - {a}). Here H is the diagonal 
subgroup. We have P, = U, e L,, Notice by (1.5)(c) that C,#) = B for a 
suitable Sylow 2-group s of E(M,). Then B is fixed by a Bore1 subgroup, 
and so provides a weight vector. 
(2) It follows that N,-,(t) = NM,(B) is the parabolic subgroup with 
unipotent radical z, extended by a Levi complement: 
(El-2): E,-, x GQ:,-2(q). 
(E3): Wq*) or sL,(q) * SLdq). 
(E4): GL.Aq)- 
PI: -C-, x &(q). 
(E6): GL 1(q). 
The main result on fusion in Q can be succinctly stated: 
(2.5) (Zc n Q)’ = &? 
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Remark. When E contains no involutions of type a, on Q and n > 3, this 
result follows from (1.17). Notice that the information in (2.4) can be used 
to calculate the orbit Bn in (2.5). We give a more specific version in each 
case in the later sections. 
We wish to show in fact that M is isomorphic to the relevant 2-local of the 
conclusion group F*(G), with the same fusion pattern for conjugates of z. So 
in addition to the above information about Q and a9 we establish: 
(2.6) M is a split extension of Q by fi. 
It is also useful to obtain: 
(2.7) Let T be of characteristic type as in (1.8). Let p= {nonsingular 
vectors of P}. Then p is a T.I. set in fi, and N( 0 = N(T) where T is a root 
subgroup of E@,,) containing i For FE f‘ we have C(@ < N(T). 
We remark finally that it will be useful to describe the elementary groups 
Q fJ QB. The details vary enough to make it more convenient to state the 
results in the separate sections. 
Next we study fusion of z in it4 - Q. We let x represent such a conjugate 
as in our notation in Section 1. The main result is 
(2.8) zG n Q n Q, # 9. 
Thus by choosing Y E zG n Q n Q,, we get x, z E zG n Q, by (1.3)/( l-4), 
so that we have reduced to the situation of (2.5). Then the condition x & Q 
may be compared with the description of Q n Q,. We obtain at least: 
(2.9) We mayJind A E ZG n Q#n Q$ and obtain 8< 1,. 
Specifying more detail causes the argument to branch: 
(2.10) (a) Zf 1 is a T.I. set, we obtain zo n M c Q 
(b) Suppose now x is not a T.I. set (in particular n > 2). 
(i) If 1 contains a,% then in fact it consists just of involutions like 
X, which are transvections of SL,(q). 
(ii) If E contains no a,%, then X must be of the characteristic type in 
(1.8) (including RT z n:(q) in cases (El) and (E2)). 
In Section 4, we will be able to finish several cases: 
(2.11) Suppose 1 is a T.I. set with no a,%. Then F*(G) is given by: 
n= 1: L,(q), as observed in (1.12). 
n = 2: (no a,‘s) G,(q). 
n=4: 3D&). 
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Proof: By (2.10)(a), we may apply Corollary B of [21]. Inspection of 
Timmesfeld’s list establishes the result. 
Thus for the remaining results, we assume always that z is not a T.I. set, 
or n = 2 and 1 contains a,‘~. Thus, we have cases (El)-(E6) and part of 
032). 
(2.12) We get zG n xZ = {x). We may assume by conjugacy that x lies 
in a complement to Q in M. We get xc n XQ = xQ. Also (Q n Q,)- = [&, x] 
while C,(f) = C,(x)‘-. 
This result shows that zG f7 M exhibits the fusion pattern of the group of 
the conclusion. So we obtain 
(2.13) zG n M is a set of root involutions. 
It remains to show that zG is a class of root involutions. The requires 
examination of ]xy 1 for x, y E z G. We establish the +-condition directly. 
(2.14) Let x, y E zG with 4 1 1 xy I. Then Jxy I = 4 exactly. Furthermore 
(xy)’ = a E zG. If we put a E Z, x E X, y E Y (where A, X, YE Z”), then 
{A}=ZGnQ,nQ,. 
Proof: Let D = (x, y) and let a be the involution of Z(D). We claim first 
that a E zG. For we may find a dihedral subgroup D, = (x, w) of order 8 
inside D, with w-~ y, and a = (xw)‘. By conjugating we mey assume that 
D, lies in a fixed Sylow 2-group of G, which may be chosen in M. It now 
follows from (2.13) that a E zG n M. And on conjugating D, we may as well 
assume a = z and then D < M. It follows, again by (2.13), that Ixy 1 k 4. 
Furthermore, the assumption a = z forces x, y E Q: for if x @ Q while y E Q, 
we have from (2.12) that C,(x) = CQ(x)-, yielding yX # yz; and if x, y @ Q, 
we see since [.?, y] = 1 that yX E yQ and so yX # yz, again by (2.12). Thus we 
see that a = (xy)’ e Q, n Q,, . But also if b is any element of zG n Q, n Qy , 
we see x, y E Qb forces (xy)’ = a E Z,. Thus on taking A, X, Y we obtain 
{A } = ZG n Q, n Qy . And (2.14) is proved. 
In the remainder, we consider the usual graph on zG, where commuting 
pairs are joined; thus we write fly when x E M,,. We also let Mz denote the 
connected component of z under the transitive extension of this relation. We 
show 
(2.15) Mz has diameter 2. That is, given x, y E 4 we can find v with 
dvjl. 
This is in turn obtained from a path-reducing lemma: 
(2.16) Suppose flzMwJy. Then we may find v E 4 with xMvJy. 
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Afterwards we establish: 
(2.17) zGis connected. 
Proof. If 4 < zc, then iV = N(d) < G. We see also that M, < N for all 
x E -4. We obtain by induction on 1 GI that F*(N) is a group in our 
conclusion. But then the conjugates of 4 = zG nN form a system in 
imprimitivity for G in which involutions of the class zG fix a unique block. 
The theorem of F. Smith and Holt [lo, 141 now asserts that F*(G) is a 
Bender group or an alternating group of odd degree. But no such group has a 
maximal 2-local like our M. This establishes (2.17). 
(2.18) zG s a class of root involutions. 
Proof: Let x,yEzG. By (2.15)/(2.17) we may find vEzGnM,nM,,. 
Thus x, y E zG n M,. The result follows by (2.13). 
(2.19) F*(G) is given by: 
cases of type (E6): L,+,(q) 
W-2); Q,f+,(q) 
(E3-5): *&(q), E,(q), E,(q), E,(q) (revectiveb). 
Proof: In view of (2.18), we may apply the main theorem of [2 11. 
Inspection of Timmesfeld’s list yields only the above possibilities. 
Remark. in the case where 1 contains aZ’s, it seems that the method 
employed by Dempwolff and Wong [8] for q = 2 could be generalized. 
However, it has been convenient in this work to provide an identification 
very similar to the other cases. 
The proof of (2.16) in the cases (E3)-(E6) uses an intermediate iden- 
tification of centralizers of suitable elements of odd order, which can be 
essentially by induction on n. In fact, a similar argument can be made in 
cases (El) and (E2), but we will not require it. 
Notation. Assume we have one of the cases (E3)-(E5) or type (E6). Let 
U be an element of odd order in 8,, a product of root involutions of i@, . 
Choose a preimage u of odd order. 
Notice by structure of R (as expected in the group of our conclusion) that 
two root subgroups which do not generate a 2-group must generate an 
L,(q’), where r takes the values: 
1, in cases: (El) and (E2) with E = +, (E3) with a s L,(q), 
(E4) and (E5) and type (E6). 
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1 or 2, in cases: (El) and (E2) with E = -, and (E3) with 
ii7 = U,(q). 
3, in case: (D3). 
Our dihedral subgroup containing u lies in a dihedral group of order 
2(q’- 1) or 2(q’+ 1). 
Notation. Let (u) c (u) where u has order q’ - 1 or q’ + 1, and satisfies 
the same conditions as U; with u = xy for x, y E zG n M. 
(2.20) F*(C(u)) = F*(C(u)). Furthermore F*(C(v)/(u)) has the same 
structure as ii;i, . Also zc n C(v) = z’(‘). 
Proof. Let asterisks denote image in C* = C(u)/(u); let M, = C,(u) and 
Q, = C,(u). Action of X and p on Q in (2.12) shows 0, = C&x) n C&jr). It 
follows that &, satisfies Hypothesis C with width (n -m), where 
m = dim,J [ &, Z] ). F rom (2.4) we compute the values of m in the various 
cases: 
In cases: (E3) (E4) W) type W 
m= 6 8 12 2 
Notice then in case n = 2 and type (E6) that &, is trivial. Here we observe 
that 2’ is a weakly closed T.I. set with MT, of order q(q - 1)2. We conclude 
by Timmesfeld’s earlier work [22] that F*(C*) z L,(q) z MI. 
Now we assume n > 3 so that Q, is non-trivial. We then determine by the 
Chevalley structure of n, that E(M,/Q,) is provided by a Levi complement 
of the parabolic C,,(Y). This is just the quotient of characteristic type listed 
in (1.8); with L,-,(q) in case (E6). Notice also in this latter case that a 
graph automorphism of a, z X,(q) fixes the root subgroups for the highest 
root and its negative; so we can assume &&,, contains a graph automorphism 
and so acts irreducibly on Q,. In all other cases, except (E3) with 
G,, 2 0: (q) = L,(q) which we leave aside temporarily, we get irreducible 
action on Q. It follows then that Mz = N&Z*) is a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of C*. We have F*(M,*) = O,(M,*) = Qz; and Z* is a maximal 
elementary normal subgroup of M,*, which is a T.I. set in C*. Notice also we 
can find B E ZG n QF with x, y E MB - QB ; indeed we can take x, y in a 
Levi complement to 1, in CM,(B), the group of (2.4). Thus u = xy plays the 
same role in MB as in M. Certainly Z is conjugate into ZB - Z in CpB(u), so 
Z* 4 Z*(C*). Irreducibility of 8, on Q, then shows O,(C*) = 1. 
Now we can determine F*(C). In case (E6), we use induction on n to get 
F*(C*) z Z,(q) z a,. For n = 3 we require the width-l case done in (1.2). 
In case n = 4, we require here the main theorem for width 2, which we 
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assume from Section 3; recall that the width-2 case of the present result 
(2.20) was established in the first paragraph of the proof. In case (E3) with 
Jq@J z n,(q) 2 U,(q), consideration of Stroth’s main result [20] shows we 
must have Z* weakly closed in Q,?;, and so F*(C*) 2 U,(q) z ii?, by 
Timmesfeld’s result [26]. In case (E4), with n = 16 and E(M,,) > Q:(q), 
consideration of [20,26] shows C* can only be in the case (E2); assuming 
the main theorem for width 8 from Section 6, we get F*(C*) r LIT,(q) z n,. 
Finally for case (E5) with n = 28, similar analysis shows C* must be in the 
case (E4); so assuming the main theorem for width 16 from Section 7, we get 
F*(C*) 2 E,(q) 2 a,. 
We return to the “reducible” case of (E3) where E(@,) s L,(q). Here we 
may argue just as we did in (1.12). We have Q, = r, @ p*;, a sum of a 
natural and a dual module for L,(q). From action of m on Q in (2.4) we see 
that V, in fact consists entirely of conjugates of z. Consequently 
N* = N,.(q) is a maximal 2-local subgroup of C*, with F*(N*) = 
O,(N*) = q a maximal normal elementary subgroup of N*. Furthermore 
q is a T.I. set: the only possible conjugate would be v; and by (1.17) this 
conjugacy would have to occur on M,*, where by reducibility it cannot 
occur. Also we get O,(C*) = 1 just as above. It now follows from 
Timmesfeld’s work [26] that F*(C*) g L,(q) z d,, as desired. 
We notice next that zGn C(v) = z’(O), since this 2-central class is not 
fused to another class in the automorphism group of F*(C*). 
Finally we consider C(U) where u is some non-trivial power of u. Arguing 
just as for t’, we find a Sylow 2-group of C,(U) is also Sylow in C(U); and 
this can differ from the order of a Sylow 2-group of C(v) only by part of 
]M/M,l,. It follows that E(C(u)) = E(C(u)). Furthermore, by the usual 
generation lemma a four-group from Z, we see O(C(u)) = (v). We get 
F*(C(u)) = F*(C(v)), and (2.20) is proved. 
Now consider what is necessary for the proof of (2.16). Given a path of 
length 3: (x, z, w, y), we wish to reduce it to a path of length 2 connecting x 
and 4’. Notice that x, w  E M,, so that we may apply (2.13) to this 
configuration. If JxM?] = 1 or 2, we see the path (x, w, JJ) does the job. If 
JMJ = 4, we can apply (2.14) to get (xw)’ = a E Q, n Q,. We may as well 
assume z = a. Now similarly y, z EM,. Since we now have z E Q,, we 
cannot have IZ,V J odd. By the remarks above, we may assume 1 zy I# 1,2. 
Thus by (2.13) we get 1~4’1 = 4. Again we may as well assume (2~)’ = w. 
Now we have X~Z~W~Y. Each of x, y centralizes, inside Q, n Q, of order 
9 n + ‘, a subgroup of order q”. Thus together they must centralize a subgroup 
of order >q”- ‘; and we claim this subgroup intersects zG. In type (E6), 
where Q; r‘l Q, in fact consists of involutions of zG, there is nothing to prove. 
In cases (E3)-(E5), we see from consideration of the orthogonal spaces pt 
for t of characteristic type in (1.8), that Q, n Q, contains at least a 
subgroup of order q (m+ I)‘* of involutions of zG, where m has the value given 
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in (2.20). If this subgroup did not intersect C(x) n C(y) we would have 
+rn + 1 + (n - 1) < n + 1; or m < 4, a contradiction. Thus in the present 
case we may choose u E M,, n Q, r‘l Q, n M,, n zG, and obtain (2.16). 
Thus to finish the proof, in cases (E3 )-(E6) we may assume 1 xw 1 and 1 zy 1 
are odd. We make use of (2.20) to study this situation. 
(2.21) Assume n > 4 in cases (E3)-(E6). Then M,n M, n M,n M, 
contains u of odd order as described in (2.20). 
Proof In fact we work with the groups M, rather than M, in order to 
avoid outer automorphisms. Let m be as in (2.20). Observe that M,, n M,, 
has the structure (Q, n Q,) E$,J, where using (2.12) we have 
) Q, n Q,l = qm, E, and E, are non-intersecting groups of width (n - m) with 
centers Z and Z,, and K is provided by a Levi complement of C,,(w), the 
quotient described in (2.20). (We have assumed n > 4 since for n = 2,3 in 
type (E6) we get K trivial.) Now let X= M,, n (M,z n M,,) and 
X0 = xn M,,. Notice (as in (2.20) for u = xw) that X is just E, extended by 
a group of structure K. Thus both X and the similar subgroup 
M,, n (M,, n M,,) have index q’+2n-m in M,, n M,,. We see by the usual 
product-of-subgroups formula that their intersection X0 must satisfy 
IX: x,1 < q’+*“-m. 
Now we note also that M,, and M,, meet O,(M,, n M,,) in the subgroups 
E, and E, (respectively). Thus M,, does not intersect O,(X) = E, of order 
q1+2(n-m), So from the previous inequality we obtain information about x,, 
in Xz K: 
We need to find some V of odd order, which is a product of two involutions 
of y,, taken from the 2-central class of Z?!. We suppose by way of 
contradiction there is no such U: 
Consider first the case that f0 does contain some involution t of the 2- 
central class of K. Now $ is a class of root involutions, and the assumption 
just made forces lZl= 1,2, or 4 for all u E F. By the well known theorem 
of Baer, we get ((6)) Q 0,(x0). Then f0 must be in a parabolic subgroup of 
K, But we can analyze the location of conjugates P in Levi complements of 
maximal parabolics of d Repeated reference to the condition fl< 0,(x0) 
eventually forces X,, to be in a Sylow 2-group of E. But for n ) 4, we check 
in each case that a Sylow group of h has index exceeding qm. 
Now we assume that z0 does not contain any 2-central involutions rof E. 
In cases n = 4,5 of (E6), the group K z %5,(q) or X,(q) has just one class 
of involutions; this forces lx,-,1 odd and non-trivial by (F : x01 < q” = q*. In 
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case of L,(q), all elements of odd order are inverted by 2-central involutions, 
contradicting our assumption of “no such 6.” In case of L,(q), no odd-order 
subgroup has index < q2. Thus in case (E6) we may assume n > 6. Here we 
may assume a Sylow 2-group of F,, centralizes some 2-central f of K, where 
E= O,<C&) is a group of width n - 4. To guarantee t6? fO, we must have 
x,, n R elementary, of order at most qnP4. This forces IK : x0/, > q’+(n-4) = 
4 n-3 > qm = q2 since n > 6, a contradiction. Thus we turn to the cases 
(E3)-(E5). Here we may argue on R< C(f) as above, replacing (n - 4) by 
(m - 4). We get If,nEl <q”‘-‘, so that IK :f012 > qme3, forcing 
IK : f0 12, < q3. Now in the cases other than K z O:(q), we can construct in 
K a direct product b of $n > 3 cyclic groups of order q + 1 of the type in 
(2.20). If P is a p-primary component of d for some p ( q + 1, we get F 
normal in a Sylow p-group of E; also we see each hyperplane of n,(p) 
contains the forbidden p-elements. It follows that lb: fir7 &I > (q + 1)‘. 
With the prohibition on elements of order q - 1 in (2.20) we obtain 
(Z? : z,,I,, > (q + 1)2(q - 1) > q3, a contradiction. Finally assume we have 
case (E3) with K = 0: (q) z L,(q). Here F/(0 is a 4-dimensional orthogonal 
space of plus type. There are 2-dimensional totally nonsingular subspaces, 
but a preimage in R would contain i We see then that j? n & has order at 
most q (instead of q2) in this case. This forces IK : x,, 12, < q2 in the above. 
Our condition on elements of type (2.20) already forces IE : &12, > (q + 1) = 
q2 - 1. So this latter bound is attained. Thus to get IK: x,,I < q6 we must 
have IK : X,,lZ > q2; forcing Jz,, n al > q and so yielding a contradiction. 
Now in all cases we have established the existence of 6 in x0 of the type 
(2.20). A suitable preimage u lies in M,, n M,, n M,, n M,,. So (2.21) is 
finally established. 
With this result, we can establish (2.16) and the main theorem. For we 
have X, y, z, w  E C(V) and so in F*(C(v)) by (2.20). However, this latter 
group is a Lie-type group in which the diameter-2 condition (2.16) holds. 
Thus we have v E zc n M, n M,,, as required. 
The argument we have just made does the final analysis of the cases 
treated in Sections 3 and 6. 
We also indicate how (2.20) leads to a proof of (2.6) (splitting of M 
over Q) in these cases. In fact for n > 2 in cases of type (E6) as well as cases 
(E3)-(E5), we see from the embedding of 1 in M that zG covers root- 
involution cosets M, . Consequently involutions of zG n (M - Q) invert odd- 
order elements described in (2.20). On considering Schur multipliers, we see 
we can choose u so that F*(C(v) = (u) x E(C(u)) where E(C(u)) z li;i,. If x 
is such an involution, we can see from the structure .of C,(x, u) that x does 
not induce an outer automorphism of E(C(o)); so x centralizes E(C(u)). But 
now E(C(V)) provides a complement to Q, in M,,. This is in fact all we 
require, but it is not difficult to see now that all of M must split over Q, in 
view of restricted structure of M,/M, and M/M,. 
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3. LINEAR GROUPS 
In this section, we assume n > 2 and there are involutions of type a2 in I#. 
In view of S(12.2) and S( 12.3), we see this latter condition leads to one of 
the cases: 
(D2) n = 2, M, = (I”) z L,(q). 
(E6) n > 3, ff, s X,(q); Q is the direct sum of a natural and a dual 
module for M,. Furthermore ti - ti, contains an element interchanging the 
two modules, and acting as a graph automorphism of R,. 
Notation. In case (E6), write Q = 9, @ P, where p, and p1 are the 
natural and dual modules. 
Proof of (2.2). Suppose n = 2. Here M, <A,, < O:(Q), which latter 
group contains two types of subgroups L,(q), both inside a:(&). In one of 
these, all involutions have type c2 and a non-singular line of Q is fixed; so 
this line would be fixed by all of ii?. 
In the other, involutions have type a2 as required for this section, and fi, 
must act decomposably on &. Here & = P, @ P,, where there is no 
distinction between natural and dual modules for a,. The preimages V, and 
V, are elementary. Now there is some freedom in the choice of P,, P,; but 
they must come from the two distinct a:(Q)-classes of singular planes. The 
result of Beisiegel mentioned in the introduction of [20] shows that 
n:(Q) Z& li;i,. Recall we have 1 has order q and Q n QB is elementary of 
order q3. Since [ QB n M, QB n Q] = B, we see we can choose V, = Q n QB . 
Our hypothesis Q = (Z? Zg < Q) shows we can take V, = Q n Q, for some 
AEZGnQ#; we may assume C,(Z) =A . B, so that 1, = 1,. Now in 
(1.3)(b), we find a subgroup Z,-, trivial on Z and regular on B# ; it 
centralizes I= QB n M/QB n Q; and so by nature of automorphisms of 
(Za) Z L,(q), it in fact centralizes all of M,. 
This shows C,(i@,) contains Z,-, , and so (M, n L?: (Q)] must be 
coprime to q + 1, by nature of maximal subgroups of L,(q). Also this group 
does not have order divisible by q(q - 1), since Q = O,(M). We conclude 
CMO(li;i,) is dihedral of order 2(q - 1): for we must have an element 
interchanging V, and V,, by our basic assumption that Z is a maximal 
elementary normal subgroup of M. In particular, M, is irreducible on &, and 
(2.2) is proved. 
Remarks. We have also established the case n = 2 of (2.3). That result 
for n > 3 is part of our Hypothesis E6, namely, that ]Cn,(A,)] divides q - 1. 
Again, the full q - 1 is achieved in view of the argument just made above. Of 
course, for n > 3 our element interchanging P, and p2 acts as a graph 
automorphism on A,. Thus in every case, we see i@, has a normal subgroup 
GL,( 9,) of index 2. And the action of A,, on Q is just that required in (2.4). 
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Next we establish our particular case of (2.5): 
(3.1) zGnQ= v;ru G 
Proof. Recall (2.5) asserts (z” n Q)‘= B”. In view of (1.17), this only 
needs to be established in the present case where z contains involutions of 
type a,. 
Consider first the case n = 2. Here we may choose our submodules so that 
B < V, . We see then that C,(E) = (A’, B) where A E 2’ and A’ = CpJE). We 
see using action of ii;i, and (1.3) that VU e L zG, and we must show that 
this exhausts zG n Q. The argument will be rather elaborate. We notice that 
L? is contained in just two maximal singular subspaces, P,and C&z). From 
lE[=q and IQsnMI=q4 we get IQBnQI=q3 and [L, (QBnQ)-]=B. 
Thus we must have (QB n Q)- = P,. Suppose now zG n Q @ V, U V,. Then 
we can find C E ZG n Q#, outside of V, U I’, , and we can assume by action 
of M, that c < 2. B. From action of H,, we now conclude that all 
involutions of Q lie in zG. Next we note that M is a split extension of Q, as 
noted at the end of Section 2. By structure of Q n QB, we see we can find 
DEZGnQ; such that DnQ= 1, so d=E. But now from 
D E ZG n (M - Q) and action of elements of D of type a2 on &, we see all 
involutions of M, in fact lie in zG. Now let y be an involution of M, 
interchanging I’, and I’,; we claim y & G’. If q is odd power of 2, then a 
Sylow group of M, has index 2 in one of G; and since y & zG by (1.12), we 
get J & G’ by the Thompson lemma. If q is an even power of 2, we may have 
to consider an involution r inducing a field automorphism on M,, and 
centralizing z E Z. Here we may use induction on q to determine structure of 
C(r), using the earlier extra-special work in case &= 2. We conclude 
F*(wlo-)) z L,(h) or P ossibly M,, or A, in case &= 2. In any case 
we get zG n C(r) to be z C(r). Since C,,(V) does not have the form of C(r, z), 
we see 4’ cannot be G-conjugate to r. We get y @ G’ again. We may consider 
G, = G’(G). We see V, consists of conjugates of Z, and V, = QB n Q for all 
B E ZG n Q”. It follows that MB n G, < N(V,) for all such B, and V, is a 
T.I. set. Now NGO(V,) is necessarily a maxima1 2-local of G,, and we may 
apply Timmesfeld’s result [20] to get F*(G) L% L4(q) and G contains a graph 
automorphism. In particular, not all involutions of F*(G) are conjugate; this 
contradiction establishes zc n Q E V, U V,. 
Finally let n > 3. In this case B is uniquely determined as nTEre [Q, L]. 
Then the pair (V,, V2} is determined, and we may choose so that 
V, = (B”l). Thus for any A E Zc f7 Q* we get A G P, or r2. So we see 
zG A Q = c U v as before, with all these involutions conjugate in M. So 
(3.1) is proved in all cases. Splitting of M over Q is as in Section2, so (2.6) 
also holds. 
When n > 3, we can also construct directly an elementary subgroup D 
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covering L: for let Z < (V,), , we can choose elementary D in Ccv,),(Z) of 
order qn- ‘, a complement to Q n QB in COB(Z). 
Notation. We now write M = Q . K where K is a complement. Our 
argument for D covering 1 shows we can assume involutions of zG lie in K. 
We may further write K as GL = 0 x SL extended by (y) X (r); where 0 = 
O(GL) z Z,-, and SL z SL,(q), and y and r act as graph and field 
automorphisms (respectively). 
Remark. By analogy with the case in (1.8), we could say all tE 1” have 
characteristic type; for n > 3 we get E t = Art = (E, LF) a central product of 
n - 2 Sylow groups of L,(q), while L is a T-1. set for n = 2. The construction 
of S(3.10), as detailed in (1.9), gives pZ the structure of a 2-dimensional 
orthogonal space +-type. Now B is one of the singular lines, and we may 
compute that the other is CV2(CY,(f))-. Call this line x; we obtain an 
analogue of (2.7): 
(3.2) The non-singular vectors 9, = Tt - (&8) form a T.I. set in M, 
with N( pt) = N(T) for the root subgroup T containing L 
ProoJ Notice by (3.1) that Y, - Z = V, - zG. We observe also that if 
? E p then Vl, = V,; if IE (1 U Iv) - 7 we get V(, n Vt = 1. This shows p, 
is a T.I. set in A?, with normalizer N(T);). 
We can now adapt ideas from [ 18, (3.3)]. 
Proof of (2.8). Let xEZGn(M-Q) as in Section2. By (1.12), 
X<M,, so XnM,# 1. This forces X<M,, since for any BEZ’n VT 
centralized by X n M, we get either X < Q, so f < EB < ii?, ; or X < M,, by 
(1.12), so that f < A,. Consider first the case n = 2. We may assume 
B = C,,(x), so X= p for y in some D chosen as before in ZG n Q,“, with 
b = z. Since y has type a, and ( &] = q4, we see x is conjugate in Q to an 
element of yZ. But consider some b E B t Q n Qy . Thus y, z E Qb and y @ Q 
shows yz @ zG in view of (3.1). Thus x E ZG forces x -c y, and we get 
z”nQnQ,#$. 
(a) So we turn to the case n > 3. Suppose first we had Q n Q, = 1. By 
(1.15) and action of &?, we must have n even and dim( [ P, , ~1) = m = fn. In 
fact, we may assume by Q-conjugacy that x E yZ where y is an element of 
our complement SL with the same action on &, and Cw,( y) = C,,(x). 
Furthermore I?, = C,(x)- is C&x)-invariant and so must equal 
C,(X) = [&,a] of order q”, while 1, = (&n&f) has order qn+’ 
(symmetrically, considering z on Q,). Now with respect to a suitable basis of 
V,, we may assume y has the form 
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and then C,,(x) is given by extending the elementary 2-group: 
all A E Zrxm, 
by the group 
Y 0 ( ) 0 Y’ y E sLm(q)* 
Our situation requires L, < C,,(x). Thus at least n + 1 = 2m + 1 < m* so 
that n > 6. We notice that [Vi, x] and [V,, x], each of order qm+‘, consist of 
conjugates of z. We see further that for a E zG n V, - Z we get I[Q,, xl/ > 
I[h-w4m+‘; whereas the situation Q,n Q, # 1 would lead to 
I[Q,, x]] = q2 (using the proof of (2.12) below and (2.9)). Arguing 
symmetrically for z on Q,, we obtain subgroups W, and W, of L,, 
consisting of conjugates of z, and Q,n Q = 1 for each w  E q. Thus all 
elements of W, satisfy [Q, w] = [Q, x]. And this gives a contradiction, for 
there are at most qm possible top rows in A for an element of &(C(Y)), 
whereas we require a subgroup of order qm+ ’ all of whose matrices 
(except 0) have full rank m. This establishes Q n Q, # 1. 
We show next that J, # 1. In case x -u xz, we have J, = Q n Q, and 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose we had x -c xz. Since ] Q n Q, : J, I= q, 
we could get J, = 1 only if 1 Q n Q, I= q. From x -c xz we have x = yq for 
YE SL and q E C,(Y) - [Q, ~1; so [&, p] must have F,-dimension 2k < n. 
Since this element has type uZk on Q, we have [Q,x] <K, = Q n M, and 
[K,,L,l G QnQ,. Then [ [Q, x], L,] < [Q, x] n Q, = J, = 1. It follows 
from structure of involution centralizers that z, must therefore centralize 
C&)/[&, n]. Thus [K,, L,] <J,= 1 again. This in turn forces E, < 
C(C&?)) so that L, < Z(O,(C,(x))), which is elementary. But L, = CQx(z), 
meaning z must have type a, on Q, ; and symmetrically for x on Q, 
contradicting our earlier statement. So we have J, # 1. 
(b) Now we will be able to finish. Indeed if x - xz we are done 
already by (1.16). If x 4 xz, we have J, = Q n Q, ; and we are again done 
unless (Q n Q,)# G (xz)“. Furthermore by Q-conjugacy we may assume 
x E yZ for ~7 E SL, so that C,,(x) = C,,(y). But now irreducible action of 
C,,(x) on [I/, , x] and [V,, x] forces [&, x] = (Q n Q,)‘. And so Q n Q, 
must intersect V, and V,, as desired. We have proved (2.8), and obtain (2.9) 
immediately. 
Proof of (2.10)(b) and (2.12). By (2.9), f is a transvection of E. By 
considering B E ZG n Q n Q, we see x 4 Q implies (xz) G zG, by (3.1) 
applied in QB. Now we see x = yq for q E [Q, y] and y E zG n SL; and since 
Q conjugates x into yZ and we showed x 4 xz,we get x -c y. Furthermore, 
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action of C,,(x) on [Q, ] h x s ows [Q, Z] = (Q n Q,)-. This proves (2.10)(b) 
and (2.12), and (2.13) follows. 
We turn now to the task of showing zG is a class of root involutions. In 
view of the work of Section 2, the results beginning with (2.16) and in 
particular (2.20) are proved for n > 4; so we consider now only the cases 
n = 2, 3. Here A, z X,(q) has just one class of involutions; and (2.5)/(3.1) 
show Q meets at most three classes of involutions. We claim all involutions 
of M, are represented in Q: Let 4’ be an involutions of M,, with jj= ff for 
x E zGn M- Q as in (2.12), and JJ = xq for <E C,(f). If dE [0,x], we 
observed ~7 is Q-conjugate into xZ; and therefore G-conjugate to z or the 
class of xZ# which is represented in Q n Q,. If q @ [Q, x], we have n = 3; 
and since C,(x) = C,(x)’ we have q an involution of C,(x). Now consider 
yEM,-Q,. If 4’~ px yx = q, we are done; if not, then as above 4’ is 
conjugate into x’X for x E X E ZG and x’ E zG n (A4 - Q),, and classes of 
x’X are represented in Q,. 
Now let g represent an involution of A4 - M, ; g induces an automorphism 
of fi, of graph or field or graph-field type (the graph type centralizes i@, 
when n = 2). We let S be a Sylow 2-group of C,(q); using (1.12), we 
compute in each case that zG n Z(S) c Z. It follows that N(S) GM, so that 
S E W,(C(g)). Th is result separates the types of outer involutions into 
different G-classes, distinct from those of M, . Now as in (3.1) we let g be an 
involution of M, - M, interchanging V, and Vz; then if S is a Sylow 2- 
group of M and S = (g) S, where 1 S : S,] = 2, we see gG n S, = 4; and 
obtain g 6Z G’ by the Thompson transfer lemma. But as in (3. l), this gives 
F*(G) z L,+,(q), and our proof is complete. 
4. 1 A T.I. SET 
In this section, we complete work on the remaining cases in which 1 is a 
T.I. set. In view of (1.6) and (2.2) (the latter proved in Section 3) we have 
only: 
(D2) n = 2, a, 2 L,(q), and I* contains no involutions of type a, 
on Q. 
(D3) n = 4,x?, z L,(qj), C,(li;i,) =‘i. 
Furthermore, the proof of (2.2) gives the irreducible action of L,(q) on & 
when n = 2. Here by Schur’s lemma we even obtain &?, = E(m,); and in fact 
A, = ii?, with q - 1 ( ]&?/&?J. So the assertions of (2.3) and (2.4) hold for 
this case. We notice also that the remark after (1.5) is now relevant. In case 
n = 4, we obtain the corresponding assertions from the proof of S(3.7). In 
particular we have 
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(4.1) Involutions of E# act with type c, on the orthogonal space 0. 
Notation. Choose t E QB n (M - Q), with V= [Q, t] and W = C,(t). 
Notice W= a,(v); where V is abelian, but not elementary, of order qn+‘; 
and W elementary of order q”. 
In case n = 2, we observe that r= C,(F) = C,(L). We must then have 
B = I$! This unique determination of B from 1 allows us to obtain (1.17) for 
n = 2. Thus in both cases we get (2.5). By computing the index of N(z), we 
obtain 
(4.2) I(ZGn Q)-1 = q”-’ + 1. 
Now [Q, f~ it4, QB I? Q] <B. From (4.1) we see we must have 1 Q, n Q: 
QB n VJ <q. Indeed, equality must hold, since otherwise QB n Q is an 
elementary group of order q”+ ’ in W = L?,(V), a contradiction. Again, since 
QB n Q is elementary, we get QB n V= Q, n W. But then order q” forces 
W = Q, n I/. Furthermore we have (Z” n Q, n Q)’ = {B}; for otherwise, 
irreducibility of N,,(E)/E of order q”-’ - 1 on QB n Q/BZ would (using 
(1.3)) force Q, n Q to consist entirely of conjugates of Z, contradicting (4.2). 
Next consider C,(B)‘- of index q in Q: each non-trivial coset in 
C,(B)/Qn Q, has q”-’ - 1 conjugates under N,-,(E)& Thus 
IZ”n[C,(B)-(QnQ,>]-l&q~-‘-1 in view of (4.2). Furthermore if D is 
a conjugate of Z in this set, we must then have zG n DB = (D, B} to agree 
with (4.2). 
Now we can establish (2.10)(a). For assume x E zG n (M - Q). By (1.12) 
we have x E M, , and then 2 E 1 for suitable B. We get J, = Q n Q, # 1; for 
otherwise by (1.15) we would have (Q, n M)- of order q” elementary in M, , 
a contradiction. Furthermore from (4.1) we have XZ c zG, and then by 
(1.16) we get (QnQ,)# czG.Inviewof(l.13)wemusthaveBEZG~Q,. 
Thus x and z lie in Q,, with x E C, (z) - (Q, n Q). In view of the 
paragraph above, we cannot have xz E z’, contradicting (4.1). This shows 
zG n Mc Q, establishing (2.10)(a). Now structure of F*(G) follows from 
(2.11). 
5. ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
Now we assume we have one of cases (El) and (E2). Thus we have 
E(aO) > R;(q) where E = + or - and n is even, and )4. In order to establish 
(2.3), we must consider the case n = 4 in (El), and establish E(mO) z 
L,(q) x O:(q), to bring it into agreement with (E2). 
Proofof(2.3). Assume n = 4. We have already z elementary of order q3, 
with some ?E 1 satisfying RF 2 Of(q), and this quotient acts naturally on 
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P = [&, t]. Now P is a maximal singular subspace of the orthogonal space 
Q. Inside fit(q) such a subspace is normalized by a parabolic subgroup UK 
where U is elementary of order q6, and Kg GL,(q). (This is a split 
extension.) Now our involution F has type a4 on Q and centralizes a 
subgroup @(q) of some complement like K. 
In fact, arguing as in the proof of (2.2) in Section 3 we see that CMO(O;) 
must contain a subgroup like F(K) of order q - 1. We write M, >, F X 0, 
where ] Fj = q - 1 and 0,~ Of(q). Then Tmust invert F, since ? has type u4. 
In n:(q), T centralized by a group A . S where A is elementary of order q6 
and S “= Sp,(q); so E(C,#)) could be at most Sp,(q). But if this where the 
case, conjugates of L n SPA(q) (still centralizing i) would generate all of 
Sp,(q), contradicting RF g 0,. Thus we get 8, = E(C,-,(i)). 
On the other hand, in O,+(q) we see o,, is centralized by a group L,(q) 
containing F(i). If li;i, did not contain this L,(q)-so that 
M, = F(i) x 6,--we would get V 4 M, contradicting our assumption that Z 
is a maximal elementary normal subgroup of M. Thus we conclude 
F*(aO) = i@, r L,(q) X I.?:(q). This proves (2.3). 
Now (2.4) also follows. We define further notation for dealing with this 
action. 
Notation. Write ti, = L, x fi,,, where 1, gE2(q) and fin g 0;. In case 
n = 4 and E = + (which we denote by n = 4+), recall O:(q) z L2(q) x 
L,(q), and there is some choice in our notation; but once f is chosen, we get 
fi, as E(C,,(f)) and then 1, as CM,@,). Also write NM&o = (f)Fx 6, 
where 0” is at most O,+(q). (Thus in any case ] 0” : fi,,] < 2). We get a, = 
L,xD,; except possibly when n = 4+, when we could also get an 
automorphism of order 3 permuting the three subgroups isomorphic to L,(q). 
Set P= Cd(f). We may in fact choose an 6,-submodule @ of Q such that 
Q=m@v,and I’= (&?,’ : 6 E w}. The scalar product on P preserved by 
6, can be taken from (1.9): 
Let v’, $ E p. Suppose x’ E & satisfies %r= 3. Then (6, $3) = p([u, xl). 
The singular lines of P are given by B’n. Also B = (Qs n V)- = [C,(B)-, F]. 
It is convenient sometimes to choose an involution C of 1, with @‘= C,(U). 
We can similarly define a form on @; this will be convenient for description 
on G-classes in Q. 
Now we have the result (2.5) to describe (Z” n Q)-. In fact, using (1.17), 
we can describe all the other classes in Q: 
(5.1) Let abt be given 6,6E I% The following cases represent G-classes 
in Q. 
(a) (Z” n Q)’ is represented by b = 1 with a’ singular in W. 
(b) b = 1 with a’ non-singular in @. 
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(c) 6E 3 - (C): ~7, 6 singular in FV. (Zn case n = 4 +, we actually 
have two such classes.) 
(d) a’ singular, 6 non-singular in al. 
The above give involutions. We also have elements of order 4: 
(e) 6 6 singular and /i&S. 
(f) 6,6 non-singular, with b& c?. 
Remarks. The possibilities are distinguished according to the type of the 
subspace (L?, s>. In the group of the conclusion, the cases (a)-(d) will turn 
out to be the involutions of types a 2r c2, a.,, c,. In case n = 4+, the choice of 
t determines the choice of names for the classes c2, ad, which are conjugate 
in Aut(R,+(q)). 
(5.2) Let B E ZG n Q#. Zf we choose B < w we get 
Proof: For uEQ,nM we see [QBnQ,u]=B, so we get IQanQ: 
Q, n V] = q. Thus (QB n v)- =BL and we must then have 
(QBnQ)‘=BIX@ in order to guarantee [Q, n Q, u] = B. 
Proof of (2.6). Choose a preimage v of element fi of order q f 1 in f;,, 
fixed-point-free on 0. Then C(G) provides a complement to & in the 
preimage in fi to 0,. Consideration of multiplier of O;(q) shows we get a 
complement 0, to Q. Consideration of odd-order elements of 0, fixed-point- 
free on Q shows that a Sylow 2-group of 1, splits over &, and then over Q. 
Notation. Now let L, and 0, be complements covering z, and 0,. In 
view of (5.1)(a) and choice of complement L to QB n Q in COB(Z), we may 
assume L, and 0, contain conjugates of z, except for 0, in case n = 4-. 
Remark. Notice now that (2.7) follows from action of &i on &. 
We turn now to determination of fusion of z in M. Thus we let 
YEm,=E(&?,): for x<d, with lXl=q>4 so XnM,#l; and an 
element of order q - 1 in C(Z) n N(X) makes all of X+ conjugate in M, . 
Proof of (2.8). (a) Suppose first Q n Q, = 1. We may apply (1.15). We 
start by assuming Z E a,,, so we can take X = % for IE 1, and d E 0:. We 
see the elementary group LX n DE of order >q”-’ centralizes the group RX of 
index at most 2 in [Q, Z] = {v’(P)‘: 17 E w}. But 1, n 0, acts separately on 
m and p, so would have to be a subgroup of transvections, which cannot 
happen inside 6,. So we get X E 6,. Now setting m = jn = dimFp[ P, x], we 
may argue as in Section 3: We may assume x E yZ for y in a complement 
0,. We get R, = C,(x)’ = C&) = [Q, 21 of order q”, with LX = (Q, n M)- 
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of order q”+ I. We provide in full the argument for the case X E a,(d,). For 
a suitable basis of m, x takes the form: 
and then C,.(x) has the normal elementary 2-subgroup U: 
where A is symmetric about the antidiagonal, with zeroes on the 
antidiagonal. And C,.(x) is obtained from extending U by the symplectic 
group J+,(2) given by 
Y 0 
( ) 0 Y’ 
where YJY = J for J = (6,,, ,-i ) = the matrix of the scalar product on @. 
Since 1 U] = qm(m--Lb’Z and L, of order q”+’ is normal in ,>,I;)-, we see 
m >, 5. We obtain subgroups [ W, x] and [IV, x] of order q consisting 
of conjugates of z. For a E [ W, x]# we see already that [Q,, X] has order 
>q * mf ’ As we shall show in detail below, the case Q, n Q, # 1 would then 
lead to x of type r in (a), with z E Q, n Q, ; whereas z & Q,. So we have 
Q, n Q, = 1. Now symmetrically, considering z on Q,, we get subgroups of 
order qcm+‘)” in L,, consisting of conjugates of z; and all elements x’ 
satisfying Q,, n Q = 1, so that [Q, x’] = [Q, x]. But this leads to the same 
numerical contradiction as in Section 3. The arguments for the cases ff of 
type b,,, or c, in 0, are similar. 
(b) Next we show J, # 1. As in Section 3, we may assume x-c xz. In 
case Z& 6,, we have C,(x)- < [ &, -1 x and so J,nQnQ,# 1. When 
X E a,, , we may argue as in Section 3, replacing SL by 0, , to obtain J, # 1. 
(c) Now we complete the proof of (2.8): Suppose first ff has the form 
ii. In case x - G xz, we get (2.8) by means of (1.16). If x 7~. xz, we must have 
d of type a in 0, or trivial. Here we see at least that ] C,(Z) : Co.(x)- / 
divides q (in view of possible action on xZ, since elements of xZ# are 
already fused). We see then that [ fl, Z] is the unique minimal submodule for 
R on p. It follows that 3” = (Q n Q,)- ‘2 { v’v’: v’ E [ m, .v] }; and this set 
meets zG, proving (2.8). So we are reduced to the case ff E 6,. But now we 
can finish just as in Section 3, replacing SL by 0,. So (2.8) is proved, and 
(2.9) follows. 
Proof of (2.lO)(b)(ii). Now we have 2 E z, for suitable B < (Q n Q,)‘. 
Thus we may assume ff = $ where t E L, and d can have type a, or c2 in 0, 
(or be trivial). We will show: 
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either (i) Li= i 
or (ii) T= i and ti has type a, in a,,. (This case will not arise for 
n=4-). 
Notice by considering X, z E QB that x and z may be interchanged by a 2- 
element of M,. 
We begin by assuming t# 1, that is, R & a,,. We assume also, by way of 
contradiction, that a# i. Now by looking at x, z E Q, and using 
(5.1)(a)/(5.2), we may compute IQ,n Ql >q3. In view of action of Con(x)- 
as before, this forces (Q n Q,)’ to contain a subgroup of index at most q in 
{c?: ;E C&E)). If ti has type c2, then J, must meet the clases (5l)(a, b, d), 
contradicting (1.16). So we try ti of type a,. Here we note K, has an 
elementary subgroup of order q” + ’ ; and hence so does I,, by conjugacy in 
MB. Now again applying action of C,.(x)-, we get (Q n Q,)’ of order q”-* 
or q”. In the latter case, J, would meet the classes of (5.l)(a, b, c), 
contradicting (1.16), where there are at most two classes. Thus we must get 
(Q n Q,)- of order q”-*; with n > 6 in view of [3]. So now we have E = 1. 
Action C,“(x)- with (Q n Q,l > q3 forces (Q n Q,)- = [Q, a]. If 2 has type 
c2, we see (Q n Q,)- meets the classes (5.l)(a, b, d), contradicting (1.16). 
Thus X has type a,, with (Q n Q,)’ = [&, 21. We again get x + xz since 
(Q n Q,)’ meets classes (5.l)(a, c); and zG n xQ = xQ. We now have proved 
(2.lO)(b)(ii), since these are just the two possible characteristic-type 
involutions of 1 in (1.8). 
We have established the requirements of (2.12), and so obtain (2.13). 
Thus we turn to the problem of showing zG in a class of root involutions. 
Here we may prove (2.16) in such a way as to take advantage of the two 
different characteristic types. Indeed we may partition the relation M into 
three relations 2, J, &: where X~Z if x E Q; xdz if x E a,(a,); and x8z 
if 2E 1,. In case n = 4-, the relation ,pP is empty. We can distinguish these 
alternatively by the orders q4, q” of Q n Q, and the classes (5.l)(b, c) (aside 
from z”) meeting Q n Q,. In case n = 4+, our choice of complement L, 
distinguishes .M’ and F. 
Proof of (2.16). As in the proof of (2.20), we reduce immediately to the 
case IxM’] and 1 ZJ’] odd. In fact we must have: 
either (i) 
or (ii) 
x, wdz 
x, wdz 
and 
and 
Y, zdw, 
y, zdw. 
So assume we are in case (i); this will not arise for n = 4-. We may assume, 
by conjugating in Q, (x, w) lies in 0,. If xw = V, then N,,([ @, fi]) provides 
a subgroup l?:(q) containing (x, w); with 0, > n:(q) x n:-,(q). Inside 
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n,+(q) we may find r E a@:(q)) n C(x, w). Now r E z’ ; so (xwl odd rules 
out x, wSr. When n > 4, we see L, centralizes OZ(COn(r)) of width n - 4, so 
the involutions of L, cannot be E-related to r. Our L, and O:(q) then lie in 
a complement 0,, to Q,, forcing x, wKr. If we now replace z by r in (2.16), 
we do not have case (i) or (ii) above, and so have reduced to the case 
1 JY] = 1,2, or 4 dealt with earlier. We consider now the case n = 4 +, when 
only our choice of complement 1, distinguished J/ and K. Here can choose 
a E zG n Q n Q,, and interchange z and r by a suitable 2-element of M,, . 
Since an involution t E zc n L, must in fact lie in a suitable conjugate of V 
in Q, containing z, we see t is carried by this interchange to some other 
element of Q,. In particular, we do not get tgr. Now just as above, this 
leads to x, w&r, and (2.16) is established in case (i). 
Remark. This argument for n = 4+ was inadvertently omitted in [ 181. 
Now we assume case (ii). Here by Q-conjugacy we may as well assume 
(x, w) < L,. If n # 4-, we can choose r E zG n a,(O,). We do not get x, 
w9r since 1 xw 1 is odd. We claim in fact x, w&r. When n > 6, we see that 
(x, w) centralizes 02(COn(r)) of order q’+ 2(n-4’; this group complements 
Q n Q, in Q, n M. Thus C,,(x, w) > (r) rules out the case x, w&r. In case 
n=4+, we make a different argument. We notice that xz lies in the class 
(5.1)(b), and rz in one of the classes (5.1)(c) (two classes here since 12 = 4+). 
We may choose s E zG n Q, n Q,r\ Q and consider the situation in Q,. 
Then by use of (5.2), we conclude xr lies in a class (5.1)(c); so x, wdr. 
Now with z replaced by r, we have again reduced to 1 yr] = 1,2 or 4; 
establishing (2.16). 
The last argument has reduced us to the case n = 4-, when ~~(0,) is 
empty. Here we can make an argument resembling that for (2.20). However, 
our elements of odd order will not, in this case, be products of involutions in 
zGn(M-Q). 
In this case, we observe M,, n M,, has the structure W x C,(w). O,, 
where w  E WE zG and C,(w) = z X A where A is elementary of order q4. 
Also M,, n (M,,) = Z x O,, and in the same way ikfoY n (Moz n M,,) = 
W x O& for a suitable complement 0: in M,. Now O& must be conjugate to 
0, by an element a of the normal subgroup A of M,, nM,,,,; and a is 
centralized by some element u of order q2 - 1 in 0,. Thus u E 0, n 0: c 
M,, n M,, n M,, n M,, . 
Now we let an asterisk denote images in C* = C(u)/(x), with Q, = C,(V) 
and M,, = C,(v). We find M, z L,(q) acts irreducibly on 0,; thus M,* = 
N,,(Z*) is a maximal 2-local subgroup of C*, with maximal elementary 
normal subgroup Z*, which is a T.I. set in C*. Furthermore from (5.1)(a) 
we see that Z* is weakly closed in Q,* = F*(@). On considering the role of 
II in M,, we conclude that Z* 4 C* and then O,(C*) = 1. Now be the 
weakly closed case of Timmesfeld [20] we conclude F*(C*) 2 U,(q); with 
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zG n C = zc. But the involution graph in U,(q) does satisfy the diameter-2 
condition, so we can find a conjugate of z lying in M,nM,n C, proving 
(2.16) in this case as well. 
With (2.16) proved in all cases, we obtain structure of F*(G) as desired. 
6. GROUPS OF TYPE E 
Now we assume we have one cases (E3)-(E5); since there are two 
possibilities in (E3), we actually have four cases. In producing arguments 
common to all cases, we may list the specific results together one line, in the 
order we have been following above. 
Proof of (2.3). In (E3) with n = 10, we obtained E(H,,) z U,(q) or L,(q) 
in our hypothesis, in view of the results of Stroth. In cases (E4) and (E5), we 
obtain the hypotheses of the main Theorem in li;i (and we can in fact check 
we get Hypothesis A in case (E3) as well). We choose tE L” of the charac- 
teristic type, and set T= Z(Et). Then R = NAT) is a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of &? (except when n = 10 and no graph automorphism of R,* 2 
O:(q) z L,(q) occurs). Furthermore, Nt = F*(A) has order q1+2(n-mt where 
m takes the value (6,6,8, 12~recall RT z O;(q). Also fl[ is generated by 
G-conjugates of T (except when n = 10 and RF r O;(q)). We consider first 
the case n = 16 and m = 8 with RF 2 8:(q). Here (Q, R) can only be in 
case (E2) for width n - m = 8; so that in fact E(H/fit) z L,(q) X i2; (q). By 
the work of Section 6, we get F*(HJ z fl:2(q). Now for the case n = 28 and 
m = 16. Here (M, i?) can only be in case (E4) for width n -m = 16. 
Assuming the main result of this section for width 16, we obtain the inter- 
mediate result F*(m,,) z E,(q) for width 28. 
Remark. fii?, may contain a graph automorphism of I;*(aJ =M, in 
cases (E3) and (E4). 
Proof of (2.4). We choose B as usual, and have C(B) = N(z) by (1.5). 
Now N(E) gives a parabolic subgroup of E@?,) = &, , so B is a weight 
vector for the representation. Now our representations also satisfy the 
condition (SC.) of Cooperstein and Mason [6], since we have m = 
dim(pJ = dim(&C,)) while A, has maximal elementary subgroup of order 
9 ‘-’ = IL]. By inspecting the list in [6], we see li;i, is irreducibly represented 
on 0; with representation corresponding to the parabolic N(E). This is what 
we require for (2.4). 
Now (2.5) follows in view of (1.17). For our further work, it is useful to 
have certain basic information about the representation of i@, on p. 
Notation. Let n be a fundamental system for i@,, with numbering as in 
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Section 2. In order to discuss certain parabolic subgroups, we define 
corresponding subsets of l7 in each of the four cases. 
A = (3) 131 16) 11) 
B=(l,5] i195t (2) (7) 
C=Band:- Pt 13) (et 
D,=Band: (2,4] i2,4] i4t 12) 
D,=Band:- - i1t - 
Finally let E = A U B and F = A U D, . 
Remark. A barred expression Ia will indicate (QB n M)- for B E ZG n 
Q#. An unbarred expression L, will indicate a Levi complement in the 
parabolic P,. 
Now we can state: 
(6.1) (i) P, is the parabolic for action of R, or &, with 1 = U, . 
(ii) tm is a class of root involutions Gfor U,(q), odd transpositions). If 
tE r as above, we have NM(T) z P, with N* s U, and RT z L,. 
(iii) 
-- 
Substabilizers N,,(T, v) for U E 0 E Tn - (T} are given by: 
Notation. Fix t, and write R, N in place of Et, Nt. 
(a) If ltul is odd, then Nm,(T, q 2 L,. 
(b) If z7E N, then Cjli<o has index q in 1 and is complemented by a 
group PC. (In case (E4) include also a root subgroup outside E.) 
(c) If ]G] = 4, then O,(N,,(F, q) is a central product of n - 1 Sylow 
groups of L,(q). It is complemented by a group L,. 
(d) 
C&) 
If C E C,,(F) - fl, we can have U* of type a, in RF 2 R:(q). Here 
has order 
4’ 9’ q15 q2’ 
and is complemented by a group L,,. In case (E4), we can also have u 
centralizing R,z a,+(q). Here Clli<i) has order q9 and is complemented by a 
group LD2. 
Proof: These facts are easily checked; more details appear in 
[ 16, (2.3)]-the proof depends on the root system and not on q. 
(6.2) (a) A, acts with rank 4 on EM (equivalently, on Bfi = (Z” f-7 Q)‘). 
(b) Suborbits for this action are given by the following series: 
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(c) Corresponding sub-orbits on E” are represented by L,4 for 
A E ZG n Q# where LB n 1, has type: 
L? (T) qm-2 trivial. 
(d) Substabilizers are provided by groups of type: 
p.4 u.4 .L, PF L.4. 
Proof Check directly, or see [ 16, (2.4)] for further details. 
Remark. It is an interesting coincidence that in all four cases of 
(E3)-(E5), the Levi complements L, and L, have the same structure. 
We get (2.6)-splitting of M over Q- as described at the end of Section 2. 
Proof of (2.7). It is easily checked that N(p) = N(T) inside A,, in view 
of structure of involution centralizers in [25]. To see if fl is a T.I. set, we 
take somey’Ept, and ask ifyEptnnUfor t#riE?? Weget p,=p”if 
U E E Otherwise P E i?E p and we get rr # VU since T is the unique 
minimal normal subgrouEof N(n z PB. Thus we consider the possibilities 
of (6.l)(iii) for [ 17. If ] tul is odd, we see pctn pU = 1. In case ziE flf or 
]z] = 4, we check that pr n VU is totally singular, and we cannot contain $ 
If u* has type a, in RF z O:(q), then pt n VU is again totally singular. 
Finally if in case (E4) we have R centralizing RF, we see irreducibility of the 
complement LD2 on pt forces p[ n VU = 1. So (2.7) is proved. 
Thus we can turn to the task of determining fusion of z in M. As usual, let 
xEzGn(M-Q). Then xEX>M,, by (1.12); indeed X<M, as in the 
previous section. 
Proof of (2.8). Suppose first Qn Q, = 1. Notice using (2.4) that 
L, = Q, n M is generated by conjugates of z and so lies in M,. Then by 
(1.15), LX is elementary of order at least q”+ ‘; contradicting 1 of order q”- ’ 
maximal elementary in M,. So Q n Q, # 1. Suppose next J, = I; this forces 
1 Q n Q,] < q. The argument of (1.15) again shows that C,($?J is 
elementary of order at least q”. We conclude J, # 1. Now if x m xz, we 
obtain (2.8) from (l.l6).If x + xz, we may assume x lies in yZ for y in a 
complement to Q in M. Thus C,(f) = C,(x)-; and also J, = Q n Q,. 
In view of (1.16), we assume (Q n Q,)# c (xz)“. Let ? be some involution 
of characteristic type in CM (2). Let f? be a minimal C,-,(@tbmodule of 
(Q n Q,)‘, and suppose [< 6]# 1. Then ,?? meets pt = [Q, t] ; and hence xz 
lies in the class of nonsingular vectors of pt in view of (2.5). Now 
02(C,rr,(Z)) centralizes ,?? by minimality, and so centralizes [,!?, 4; in view of 
(2.7), this forces 02(C,V,(f)) into N,w,(T) and thus into CM,(T). But in our 
group k, in characteristic 2, we have F*(Cs,(X)) = O,(C,-,(Z)). So T 
centralizes 02(C,w,(F)) forces FE O,(C,,(Z)), which in turn gives [J!?, F] = 1, 
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contradicting our assumption. Thus we may assume all such i centralize E. 
However, we check in [3] that such 1 in fact generate C,,(f)/O,(C,,(x)), 
and this forces C,,(f) < C(g). N ow for any tin C,,(Y), we tind Cjp,(f) > T 
and so Cm,(Z) centralizes in & just Cd@,) = Ft. Thus ,?? < p, and by appeal 
to (2.7) we get C,,(2) < CR,(f), for all such c. This is certainly not the case 
for any involution ff of a,, using [3]. This contradiction shows 
(Q n Q,)“& (xz)~, so we get (2.8) from (1.16). And (2.9) follows. 
Proof of (2.10). We now have some B < ZG n Q n Q,. Let b E B#. It is 
notationally convenient to replace the names (x, z, b) by (a, b, z). We have 
then u, b E Q. We see a E Mb - Qb ; so in view of (6.2)(b, c) we can take 
a’, bE at for suitable t of characteristic type. Notice now that 6& a” = 
(Q, r‘l V,)- = [(Q, n M)‘-, 4. Thus 66 is non-singular, and so does not by 
(2.5) meet the class zG (compare also S(5.6)). In original notation, this says 
x 4, xz. 
Continuing in this way we may choose EE (z” n Q, n Qb)-. In original 
notation, if c is there also called c, we have C’E (Q n Q,)* and 2 E z, n 1,. 
From (6.2)(c) we see that 1, n z, consists of involutions of characteristic 
type. So (2.lO)(b)(ii) is proved. Since we have x + xz, we obtain 
zG n xQ = xQ and C,(x) = C,(x)’ as usual. Furthermore (Q n Q,.)- = px = 
[Q, x] follows by irreducible action of R: on 3;. So we have proved (2.12) 
as well. 
Now (2.13) follows. In view of the work of Section 2 establishing 
(2.20)/(2.21), we determine E*(G) as in the conclusion of the main theorem. 
These are the last cases we had to deal with, so the work of this paper is 
complete. 
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